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Why your web map sucks and 
you don’t even know it.

Will Cadell
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Single purpose apps 1

Focused 

Fit for purpose

User-centric

Independent



Single purpose apps 2

Service driven
(organizatonally & technologically)

Distributed responsibility

Distributed return on investment



Let’s Rewind to 1995…

Do you remember the 

<blink> tag </blink>?

It was cool, fashy even.



 Woah, dude!

I’m gonna make my buton FLASH, 
no one will miss signing my guest 

book now!

This is it, bro. We’ve made it.

“

”



 But since then we have learned:

 Just because we can do something on 
the web, does not mean that we 

should.

We learned this from data, analytcs 
and experimentaton.



 

Geospatal has become an insanely BIG 
business.

Maps are a key piece of that geospatal 
puzzle.



 

We all tell our clients & peers that 
maps can really turn the dial with beter 

visualizaton.



 

Traditonally, we would make a map 
then endure a couple of design 

revisions.



 
The web map is a more fexible medium 

though. 

Really, we can do anything with 
geospatal data these days.

But…



 
Just because we can do something on a 

map, does not mean that we should.



 
For a long tme web maps were really 

hard.

But as our technology has advanced our 
need to consider the user has not kept 

pace.



 

At >sparkgeo we make a lot of web maps. 

In the last few years we have started to 
ask ourselves some questons.



 

What if the mapping community could 
see how people used their web maps?



 

If we want to turn that dial… 

shouldn’t we actually know what 
numbers are on that dial?



 

If our mapping technology is so 
good…

Isn’t it tme that we started to ask 
our web maps to convert?



 

We talk a lot about visualizing 
analytcs…

But, why don’t we use analytcs 
to measure our maps?



 

What if data could help us build 
beter maps?



That sounds awesome, but what 
should we track?



Bounce Rate

How many users visit your map 
but don’t actually click on it? 



Map Actvites

Dan



Dan

Dan’s Map 
Actvites



Layer Actvites

Monitor layer analytcs for new maps

Layer load tmes

Monitor map health



 

 

Or Simple Tool?

Sophistcated Toolbar



OK, but how on Earth can we do 
this ‘analytcs’?



1. Google Analytcs
2. Esri, Mapbox & Carto  Page Views
3. Insights  for Geocortex users
4. MapMeter for Boundless users
5. Maptks.com



Google Analytcs

To measure a zoom event



ArcGIS Online Page Views

Take note of 
views & ratngs



 
Road Rehab 2016 - City of Prince George



Raw Web Map Data



Actvity Data

Zoom Data

Geographic Data



Layer 
Performance

Error Tiles



Reportng key engagement metrics to 
management 

Bounce Rate - 25%

11 Actvites/Load, 7 Loads /Day

Traffic Rato - 11:4:1  (Desktop: Mobile: Tablet)

Reduced Call Center Traffic



 
A new level for demonstraton & 

reportng of

Return On Investment 

for GIS departments & projects.



 

Ok, no excuses folks,

let’s make some awesome maps

will@sparkgeo.com 



 

Appendices 

(only if asked for!)



 
What is your user’s journey though your 
map?



 
Is your user a human or a bot?



 
No servers, no management, no problem

<script> dojoConfg={paths:{maptis:'htps://cdn.maptis.com/esri3'}};</script>

<script src="//js.arcgis.com/3.16/"></script>

<script>
require(['maptis/map', 'dojo/domReady!'], functon(Map) {

    var map = new Map('map', {
      center: [0, 0],
      zoom: 2,
      basemap: 'streets',

maptis_tracicode:'8b9ce22e-ac91-4e95-8e2b-dc5ce440b287’,
maptis_id: 'Esri 3 Map’

    });
  });
</script>



Don’t like code? 
Use our ArcGIS Online templates



 
ArcGIS Marketplace 
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